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City Lights Books, United States, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Paul Madonna (illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book. Paul Madonna
s popular comic, All Over Co ee had been running for twelve years in the San Francisco Chronicle when he was evicted from his longtime home and
studio in the Mission District, ground-zero in the tech wars transforming the city. Suddenly finding himself yet another victim of San Francisco s
overheated boomtown housing market, with its soaring prices and rampant evictions, Madonna decided to use his comic as a cathartic public
platform to explore the experience, and to capture the complex, highly charged atmosphere of a city--and a life--being forced through a painful
transition. In a series of drawings and stories, Madonna evokes the sense of vertigo induced by being forced from his home, and the roil of emotions
that ensue as he enters into the city s brutal competition for a place to live. The line between reality and surreality begins to blur almost
immediately, in real life and in his comic. Absurd, maddening, and all-too-poignant, these drawings and stories capture the spirit of not just San
Francisco, but a cultural epidemic that has now spread to cities around the world. For years I ve been intrigued and charmed by Paul Madonna s
careful and thoughtful drawings of overlooked nooks and by-ways of San Francisco. In his new book he now combines them with manic, delirious,
and increasingly paranoid writings as he struggles with the all-consuming City dilemma of gentrification; of who came first, who gets to stay, which
wave of usurpers is more real and deserving than the next, and finally, what happens when someone decides it s your turn to go. Beautiful and
engaging. --Sandow Birk, visual artist Madonna has created a kind of San Francisco Realism, details...
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